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ABSTRACT
The resolution of the dimeric intermolecular G-
quadruplex/duplex competition of the telomeric
DNA sequence 50-TAG GGT TAG GGT-30 and of its
complementary 50 ACC CTA ACC CTA-30 is reported.
To achieve this goal, melting experiments of both
sequences and of the mixtures of these sequences
were monitored by molecular absorption, molecular
fluorescence and circular dichroism spectroscopies.
Molecular fluorescence measurements were carried
out using molecular beacons technology, in which the
50-TAG GGT TAG GGT-30 sequence was labelled with
a fluorophoreand aquencherat theendsof thestrand.
Mathematical analysis of experimental spectroscopic
data was performed by means of multivariate curve
resolution, allowing the calculation of concentration
profiles and pure spectra of all resolved structures
(dimeric antiparallel and parallel G-quadruplexes,
Watson–Crick duplex and single strands) present in
solution. Our results show that parallel G-quadruplex
is more stable than antiparallel G-quadruplex. When
the complementary C-rich strand is present, a mixture
of both G-quadruplex structures and Watson–Crick
duplex is observed, the duplex being the major spe-
cies. In addition to melting temperatures, equilibrium
constants for the parallel/antiparallel G-quadruplex
equilibrium and for the G-quadruplex/duplex equilib-
riumwere determinedfrom theconcentrationprofiles.
INTRODUCTION
Telomeres are the physical ends of eukaryotic chromosomes
comprising specialized nucleoprotein structures essential for
the stability and complete replication of chromosomes (1).
Human telomeres consist of DNA tandem repeats of the
sequence d(T2AG3), with most of them as double-stranded
except for the extreme terminal part where the 30 region of
the G-rich strand is single stranded (2). In these overhanging
G-rich strands, four-stranded G-quadruplex structures invol-
ving planar G-tetrads can be folded. DNA G-quadruplexes
have generated considerable attention because they could
be molecules of interest for drug design (3). G-quadruplex
formation has been shown in vitro to inhibit the elongation
of telomerase, which is an enzyme essential for the immor-
talization of tumour cells (4). Recently, a chair-form intra-
molecular G-quadruplex structure has been proved to
suppress the transcriptional activation of the c-myc oncogene
(5). Variability of the G-quadruplexes structures are related
to three main factors: the relative orientation of the strands,
the syn/anti glycosidic conformations of guanine bases and
the loop connectivities (6,7). Oligonucleotides containing one,
two or four G-stretches can form tetrameric, dimeric or
monomeric G-quadruplexes, respectively. In dimeric G-
quadruplexes, parallel and antiparallel structures have been
characterized. The preferred parallel or antiparallel structures
depend on the nature of monovalent cations, such as potassium
or sodium. In general, the most stable complexes are formed in
the presence of potassium (8). Once formed these complexes
are extremely stable and dissociate very slowly (much more
slowly than duplexes) (9). However, if complementary C-rich
strands are present in the solution, competition between duplex
and G-quadruplex structures will be present and their forma-
tion and predominance will depend on the relative stability
of the G-quadruplex and duplexes (10,11). Few studies can
be found in the literature analyzing G-quadruplex/duplex com-
petition. Recently, Li et al. (11) have shown the preference
for the duplex structure at pH 7.0 against the intramolecular
G-quadruplex and i-motif structures. Previous works also
reported the equilibria between these G-quadruplex structures
and the Watson–Crick duplex indicating the influence of the
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oligonucleotide concentration and the cations present in the
medium (K+, Na+ and Mg2+) (7,10–22).
Melting studies are widely used for the study of equilibria of
nucleic acids, including the characterization of the relative
stability of a given sequence depending on pH, changes on
metal ion nature or concentration or presence of other DNA
sequences (23). Melting transitions can be monitored by a
variety of techniques including UV molecular absorbance,
circular dichroism or calorimetry; although absorbance is
the commonly used technique. This is usually achieved by
measuring changes in absorbance at 260 nm. In the case of
the study of G-quadruplex equilibria, monitoring the melting
process at 295 nm has been described as a suitable alternative
allowing the interpretation of the process (24). Although this
technique is easy to use and the results are qualitatively easy to
interpret, it suffers from a number of limitations. Thus, the
absorbance changes are not large and in some cases changes
cannot be observed. Moreover, higher order nucleic acids
structures (like triplexes or G-quadruplexes) have several
components in their melting profiles (e.g. more than two
states) with overlapped spectra and which do not allow the
complete resolution of all transitions involved during a melt-
ing experiment. Several approaches have been proposed to
overcome these limitations, such as the use of more sensitive
techniques and/or the monitoring of melting experiments at
more than one wavelength. Among the first approaches, fluor-
escence based on molecular beacons has been shown to be a
useful approach for the monitoring of melting experiments
of G-quadruplexes (25–27). In this approach, changes in the
fluorescence yield by oligonucleotides containing suitably
placed fluorophores and quenchers are measured. The basis of
these experiments is that when the oligonucleotide folds into
an intermolecular G-quadruplex, the fluorophore and quencher
are relatively close and the fluorescence is quenched. When
the oligonucleotide melts into the random coil form, the
fluorophore and quencher are no longer near and there is a
large increase in fluorescence (16,28). On addition of the com-
plementary (C-rich) oligonucleotide, a competition between
the G-quadruplex and duplex structures is established in
which the duplex will give a high fluorescence signal since
fluorophore and quencher are widely separated. In this work,
we have used molecular beacons to examine equilibria
between two intermolecular G-quadruplex structures and a
duplex structure.
Other experimental approaches may involve spectroscopic
monitoring of a melting process at more than one wavelength.
These methods have been shown to be very useful for the study
of DNA sequences whose hyperchromism is larger at wave-
lengths other than 260 nm, like G-quadruplexes. However,
despite this additional information, in some cases, experiments
where several overlapped species coexist could not be totally
resolved. These difficulties can often be overcome by meas-
uring multiwavelength molecular absorption spectra, and by
applying appropriate multivariate data analysis methods to
these multiwavelength measurements (29). Among these
methods, multivariate curve resolution alternating least
squares (MCR-ALS) has been shown to be a powerful tool
for the investigation of complex chemical systems, in particu-
lar for the investigation of systems where little or no previous
knowledge about them exists, such as the dependence
upon pH of triplex forming oligonucleotides (30), the
dependence upon salt and temperature of the equilibria
dumbbell—dimer—random coil (31) or the folding-unfolding
equilibria of proteins (31,32).
This paper shows the application of MCR-ALS to resolve
the concentration profiles and pure spectra of all species and
conformations present during the melting of a mixture of
two DNA sequences which show G-quadruplex/duplex com-
petition. These sequences are the two-repeat human telomeric
sequence 50-d(TAG GGT TAG GGT)-30 and its complement-
ary, 50-d(ACC CTA ACC CTA)-30 (Scheme 1). The thermal
behaviour of these two sequences and of their mixtures will be
monitored by molecular absorption, molecular fluorescence
based on molecular beacons and circular dichroism obtaining
qualitative structural information as well as thermodynamic
parameters.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents
Solutions were prepared in Ultrapure water (Millipore) with
the appropriate pH 7.1 buffer compounds: Na2HPO4 (Panreac,
a.r.) and KH2PO4 (Panreac, a.r.). Salt medium was obtained by
addition of KCl (Merck, a.r.) and MgCl2 (Merck, a.r.).
Oligonucleotides
The sequences F-50-d(TAG GGT TAG GGT)-30-Q (SG) and
50-d(ACC CTA ACC CTA)-30 (SC) (Scheme 1) were synthes-
ized on an Applied Biosystems 392 DNA synthesizer using
the 200 nmol scale synthesis cycle. The quencher Q was intro-
duced at the 30 end using Dabsyl-CPG solid support (Glen
Research) and the fluorophore F at the 50 end using the
fluorescein phosphoramidite Fluoroprime (Amersham Bios-
ciences). Standard phosphoramidites were used for the natural
bases except for the 20-deoxyguanosine that was protected with
the dimethylformamide (dmf) group. Ammonia deprotection
was performed at 55C for 1 h. The resulting products were
desalted by Sephadex G-25 (NAP-10, Amersham Biosciences)
and used without further purification. The length and homo-
geneity of the oligonucleotides was checked by denaturing
PAGE and reversed-phase high-performance liquid chroma-
tography (HPLC) using X-Terra columns. The presence of
two diastereoisomers of the glycerol linker used to connect the
Dabsyl molecule to the oligonucleotide gave a double band on
PAGE and a double peak on HPLC.
DNA concentration was determined by UV absorbance
measurements (260 nm) at 90C considering an extinction
coefficient of 157 000 for SG and 113 000 for SC according
to the nearest-neighbour approximation as implemented in the
web of OligoAnalyzer 3.0 (http://scitools.idtdna.com/scitools/
Applications/OligoAnalyzer/). Samples for melting studies
were heated at 90C for 5 min and allowed to renaturalize,
cooling slowly until room temperature. Oligonucleotide
samples were kept overnight at 4C until their use.
Procedure
Melting experiments were carried out at pH 7.1 and ionic
strength 150 mM provided by buffer compounds (6 mM
Na2HPO4 and 10 mM KH2PO4), 111 mM KCl and 1 mM
MgCl2. Melting experiments were carried out step-wise at
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3C increments from 15 to 90C with a temperature rate
of 0.5C/min and 2 min of stabilization. Each sample was
initially stabilized at the starting temperature for 15 min.
Apparatus
UV molecular absorption spectra were recorded on a
Perkin-Elmer lambda-19 spectrophotometer between 220 and
340 nm and absorbances were recorded every 1nm. Temper-
ature of the measurements was controlled by a Perkin-
Elmer peltier. A Hellma quartz cuvette (path length of
10 mm) was used.
CD spectra were recorded on a Jasco J-720 equipped with a
Neslab RET-110 temperature control unit and on a Jasco J-810
equipped with a Julabo F-25/HD temperature control unit.
Spectra were recorded between 230 and 320 nm with step
resolution of 1 nm, bandwidth of 1nm, sensitivity of 10 mdeg,
scan speed of 50 nm/min, response of 8 s and two accumu-
lations for each spectrum. Spectra were recorded using a
Hellma quartz cell with pathlength of 10 mm and volume
of 700 ml.
Fluorescence emission spectra were recorded on an Aminco
Bowman AB-2 fluorimeter, equipped with a cell holder ther-
mostated by a JP Selecta Frigiterm bath. Emission spectra
were recorded between 500 and 620 nm and fluorescence
intensities were recorded every 1 nm. The excitation wave-
length was set to 492 nm, the photomultiplier voltage to
600 V and the excitation and emission bandpass to 4 nm.
A 10 mm pathlength quartz cell was used.
Data treatment
Experimental spectra were analyzed using the MCR-ALS
procedure described previously (33–35). This procedure is
used to estimate the concentration profiles and pure spectra
for each spectroscopically active conformation present in
analyzed experiments.
MCR-ALS procedure is based on Factor Analysis methods
(36) and can be used to analyse spectroscopic data obtained
in biochemical or biophysical process monitoring (29,31,32).
All MCR-ALS calculations were performed using in-house
MATLAB (version 7; The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA)
routines (Codes are freely available at the electronic address
www.ub.es/gesq/mcr/mcr.htm).
Spectra recorded in one experiment are collected in a
table or matrix D (Nr · Nw), whose Nr rows being the
Nr spectra recorded at successive temperatures and whose
Nw columns being the number of wavelengths measured in
every spectrum. Mathematically, the goal of MCR-ALS is the
calculation of concentration profiles (matrix C) and of pure
spectra (matrix ST, the superscript T means the transpose of
matrix S) of species or structures at equilibrium. This is
done by applying the multiwavelength extension of Lambert–
Beer’s law (in matrix form),
D ¼ CST þ E‚ 1
where E is the matrix of residual spectral signal not
explained by the model that, ideally, should be close to
experimental error. Graphically this equation is shown in
Scheme 2.
Equation 1 is solved iteratively by an ALS algorithm which
calculates concentration C and pure spectra ST matrices optim-
ally fitting experimental data matrix D using the proposed
number of Ns conformations. This Ns is estimated by rank
analysis or singular value decomposition (SVD). ALS iterative
optimization requires initial estimates of ST, which can be
obtained from pure variable detection methods (37). During
the ALS optimization, several constraints were applied includ-
ing non-negativity for concentration profiles C and for UV
absorbance or fluorescence spectra profiles ST (not applied in
case of CD spectra profiles), unimodality for concentration
profiles C and closure also for concentration profiles C.
See previous works for a more detailed explanation of the
ALS iterative optimization procedure.
Concentration profiles C and pure spectra ST resolved for
each conformation in the analysis of individual data matrices
may differ from the true ones because of possible unresolved
underlying factor analysis ambiguities (35). Some of these
ambiguity problems can be more easily solved by means of
the simultaneous MCR-ALS analysis of several data matrices
obtained at different experimental conditions.
Scheme 1. Oligonucleotides studied in this work. (a) Chemical structures of fluorescein and dabsyl. (b) Sequences of SG and SC oligonucleotides. F and Q stand for
fluorophore (fluorescein) and quencher (dabsyl), respectively. (c) Schematic presentation of SG-quadruplexes, SC single strand and SG·SC duplex. The structures for
SG-quadruplexes have been drawn according to previous NMR studies (19).
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When a chemical system is monitored using two or more
spectroscopies, a row-wise augmented data matrix can be built
up from the individual data matrices corresponding to each
spectroscopy, DCD, DF and Dabs, respectively. The dimensions
of the new row-wise augmented matrix will be
(Nr) · (Nabsw þ NFw þ NCDw ), and the new linear model used
for MCR-ALS analysis is as follows.
½DabsDFDCD ¼ ½C·½SabsSFSCDT þ ½EabsEFECD: 2
Solving Equation 2 for C and ½SabsSFS improves identifi-
cation of the species present in the system especially if
their spectra are not well defined in at least one of the
spectroscopies.
In some other cases, one of the finally resolved components
corresponds in fact to a mixture of two or more species.
Simultaneous analysis of different independent experiments
in these circumstances is usually very useful and powerful. For
instance the model used for MCR-ALS simultaneous analysis
of two different melting experiments monitored both by CD
spectroscopy, giving experimental data matrices D1CD and
D2CD, respectively, is described by Equation 3.
D1CD
D2CD
 
¼ C
1
C2
 
· STCD þ
E1CD
E2CD
 
: 3
Finally, a mixed data analysis approach can be proposed
for data acquired using different spectroscopies applied
Scheme 2. Data matrix arrangement and MCR-ALS analysis. (a) Analysis of a data matrix built by grouping the spectra recorded during a single melting experiment
monitored by a single spectroscopy (molecular absorption or molecular fluorescence or CD). (b) Simultaneous analysis of three data matrices corresponding to the
monitoring of a single melting experiment by three spectroscopies (molecular absorption and molecular fluorescence and CD). (c) Simultaneous analysis of 12 data
matrices corresponding to the monitoring of four melting experiments (SC, SG and mixtures 1:1 and 2:1) by three spectroscopies (molecular absorption and molecular
fluorescence and CD).
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simultaneously to multiple experiments. The bilinear model
for n experiments studied by several spectroscopies is
described by Equation 4.
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This kind of simultaneous analysis is extremely powerful
one and allows improvement of resolution of very complex data
structures, assembling the profits of both approaches described
previously. MCR-ALS analysis of row- and/or column-wise
augmented data matrices has been shown to give more reliable
solutions, eventually removing totally rotational ambiguities
and rank deficiency problems. For a more thorough discussion
of these topics see previous references (34,35,38).
Determination of thermodynamic constants
From the resolved concentration profiles (C), information
about the thermal behaviour of the species may be obtained.
Hence, Tm values can be estimated using MCR-ALS resolved
concentration profiles from the crossing point corresponding
to the ordered and disordered conformations. Uncertainty
related to Tm values determined by this method was estimated
to be around ±1C. Also, a value for the constant correspond-
ing to the conformational equilibrium can be derived as
follows.
antiparallel G-quadruplex! parallel G-quadruplex
Keq;1 ¼ ½parallel½antiparallel
5
From the calculated equilibrium constants, a value for
DH0 and DS0 can be then obtained according to Van’t Hoff
analysis (39).
Also, an apparent constant for the overall equilibrium can be
estimated as follows:
SG-quadruplexþ SCstrand! duplex
Keq;2 ¼ ½duplex½SG-quadruplex½SCstrand
6
where [SG-quadruplex] stands for the overall concentration of
SG in antiparallel and parallel structures, [SC strand] stands
for the overall concentration of SC in ordered and disordered
conformations, and [duplex] stands for duplex species concen-
tration.
From the resolved pure spectra (ST), qualitative and
information can be obtained for each one of the species or
conformations.
RESULTS
G-quadruplex/duplex competition
The natural two-repeat human telomeric sequence F-d(TAG
GGT TAG GGT)-Q (SG) carrying a fluorescein molecule at
the 50 end and the quencher Dabsyl at the 30 end and its
complementary sequence 50-d(ACC CTA ACC CTA)-30
(SC) were prepared using standard protocols.
Competition between the formation of the SG G-quadruplex
structures and the SG·SC Watson–Crick duplex was studied at
two SG:SC ratios. In the first melting experiment, the dena-
turation of a 1:1 SG:SC mixture (both SG and SC 1.2 mM as
strand concentration) was monitored by means of UV molecu-
lar absorption, molecular fluorescence and CD spectroscopies
(Figure 1). Molecular absorption spectra show a considerable
hyperchromism at 260 nm (
25%), characteristic of melting
processes involving duplex disruption (Figure 1a). Fluores-
cence spectra (Figure 1b) showed the characteristic maximum
of fluorescein dye at 520 nm. An atypical melting profile is
obtained upon heating (Figure 1b, inset). Initially, the fluor-
escence intensity decreases continuously from 14 to 60C. At
temperature values higher than 60C, the fluorescence intens-
ity increases and reaches a final value below the initial value at
14C. Finally, CD spectra recorded during the melting process
are shown in Figure 1c. At 14C, it can be distinguished two
positive and negative bands located at 266 and 240 nm,
respectively, and a shoulder around 290 nm. Upon heating,
the intensity of the bands diminishes. At 90C, two weaker
bands, a wide positive centred at 275 nm and a negative around
240 nm, can be observed.
Each of the three datasets (corresponding to the recorded
molecular absorption, molecular fluorescence or CD spectra)
shown in Figure 1 was individually analysed by MCR-ALS
according to Equation 1 and Scheme 2a. In all three cases, the
analysis did not provide satisfactory results since resolved
concentration profiles and pure spectra could not be related
to the expected behaviour of species involved in the denatura-
tion of the mixture of antiparallel and parallel G-quadruplexes,
duplex, and single strands. Moreover, the results were highly
dependent on the nature of the spectroscopic data analysed.
The next step was building-up an augmented data matrix by
joining the three datasets and its later analysis according to
Equation 2 and Scheme 2b. This augmented data matrix had
dimensions 26 rows by 263 columns (86, 91 and 86 channels
or wavelengths measured in molecular absorption, molecular
fluorescence and CD, respectively). SVD analysis of this aug-
mented data matrix did not allow to determine with absolute
certainty whether the number of components (Ns) was two or
three. Therefore, MCR-ALS was carried out considering either
two or three components (Figure 2). When the system was
analysed considering Ns ¼ 2 a single transition was observed
with a Tm value of 49
C, which could be related to the duplex
to random coil transition. This concentration profile gives an
overall picture of what is happening in the mixture. However,
information about all other species or conformations is not
available. Moreover, resolved spectra (Figure 2b–2d), do not
provide any good qualitative information about these species
or conformations. Hence, as example, resolved CD spectra
only reflect the initial and final mixtures. A similar conclusion
can be drawn from the inspection of the MCR-ALS results
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when Ns ¼ 3 (Figure 2e–2h). In this case, the determined Tm
values were 47 and 62C.
Similar experimental trends were observed during the melt-
ing of a mixture SG:SC (ratio 2:1, SG: 2.4 mM, SC: 1.2 mM,
both as strand concentration). In this case, the hyperchromism
found at 260 nm was around 10%. Fluorescence spectra
showed similar trends to the 1:1 mixture. Finally, CD spectra
at 14C showed a positive band around 265 nm and a
negative band at 240 nm. In this case the shoulder around
290 nm was even less intense than in the case of the 1:1
mixture. The individual and simultaneous analyses of the
three spectroscopic datasets provide similar results to those
obtained for the 1:1 mixture.
From the results shown until now, it is clear that the analysis
of the spectroscopic data recorded during the melting of a
SG:SC mixtures did not allow the complete resolution
of the system, i.e. the complete resolution of the concentration
profiles and pure spectra for all and each one of the species
present in the system. In other words, the resolved concentra-
tion profiles did not correspond to the expected behaviour of
the antiparallel and parallel G-quadruplexes, duplex and single
strands present in the mixture. On the other hand, the resolved
spectra did not show the spectral characteristics of these struc-
tures or conformations. The complete resolution has not been
possible even with the simultaneous analysis of the molecular
absorption, molecular fluorescence and CD.
Thermal behaviour of SG and SC sequences
It has been shown previously (30,40) that the analytical
resolution of complex systems involving the formation of
multi-stranded structures monitored by spectroscopic tech-
niques, like the G-quadruplex/duplex competition described
in this work, can only be achieved when additional comple-
mentary information about the constituent subsystems is pro-
vided. This can be done by analysing additional datasets
corresponding to complementary experiments. In this case,
the thermal behaviour of SG [which can form antiparallel
and parallel G-quadruplexes (19)] and SC sequences are pro-
vided to help to resolve the melting behaviour of the SG:SC
mixtures. With this goal in mind, two new melting experi-
ments were performed, where the thermal behaviour of the
SG and of the SC sequences was individually studied.
Molecular absorption, molecular fluorescence and CD
experimental spectra recorded during the melting experiment
of SG (1.2 mM as strand concentration) are shown in Figure 3.
UV molecular absorption spectra show a maximum around
260 nm and an isosbestic point at 285 nm (Figure 3a). The
maximum at 260 nm shows a low hyperchromism (
4%)
during the melting and any clear sigmoidal curve was
observed. This hyperchromism is significantly lower than that
observed during the melting of the SG:SC mixtures.
Contrarily to the melting recorded at 260 nm, a sigmoid
curve is clearly observed with a hyperchromism around
25% when the melting is monitored at 295 nm (Tm of
49C). This fact clearly reflects the presence of a G-
quadruplex structure at low temperatures, according to liter-
ature (24). Fluorescence spectra (Figure 3b) show an increase
of the intensity and a slightly shift of the maximum at 520 nm.
As can be seen in the figure inset, a clear transition can be
observed in the melting profile with a Tm of 58
C. Visual
inspection of CD spectra (Figure 3c) shows some interesting
facts. First, the spectrum recorded at 14C clearly suggests the
presence of a mixture of different structures, because it shows
a positive band at 263 nm [characteristic of parallel structures
(18)] with a shoulder around 290 nm [characteristic of anti-
parallel structures (18)] and a negative band at 239 nm.
Second, upon heating, the disappearance of the shoulder at
290 nm and the later reduction of the band at 263 nm were
observed. Finally, at 90C only a wide weak positive band
(around 265 nm) and a negative band around 240 nm can be
seen.
Figure 1. Experimental spectroscopic data recorded during the melting experiment of the 1:1 SG:SC mixture. (a) Molecular absorption spectra. Inset: melting
profile at 260 nm. (b) Molecular fluorescence spectra. Inset: melting profile at 520 nm. (c) CD spectra. Experimental conditions: 1.2 mM SG, 1.2 mM SC, pH 7.1,
111 mM K+ and 1 mM Mg2+.
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The second additional dataset corresponded to the melting
of the SC sequence. It is expected that spectroscopic data
recorded during this experiment only reflect the loss of
the partially stacked single strand upon heating. A small
hyperchromism effect (
5%) was observed in the UV molecu-
lar absorption (spectra not shown). CD spectra recorded at
15C gave a positive band at 275 nm and a negative band
at 249 nm. Upon heating, the amplitude of both bands
decreased.
Analysis of the whole dataset
Once the complete set of spectroscopic data for the thermal
denaturation of the sequences SG, SC and of their mixtures
was available, a simultaneous analysis was carried out. Hence,
12 data matrices, corresponding to the four independent
melting experiments monitored by three spectroscopies,
were grouped into an augmented data matrix, according to
Equation 4 and Scheme 2c. The dimensions of this augmented
data matrix are 104 rows (26 spectra from each experiment)
by 263 columns. The first step in MCR-ALS analysis was
the determination of the number of components. In this
case, SVD analysis of the augmented data matrix indicated
the presence of six species (Ns ¼ 6). Using this number of
components, initial estimates of the spectra for the ALS optim-
ization were determined by means of a pure variable detection
method.
Figure 4 shows resolved concentration profiles correspond-
ing to the thermal denaturation of sequences SC, SG and of
their mixtures at 1:1 and 2:1 ratios. Figure 5 shows resolved
pure molecular absorption, molecular fluorescence and CD
spectra for the six proposed structures or conformations.
Residual noise (matrices E in Scheme 2c) not explained by
the proposed model in Figures 4 and 5 is given as Supple-
mentary Data. According to the shape and absolute values of
these residuals the existence of any other spectroscopically
active species or conformation was dismissed.
As expected, only two conformations are present during the
melting of the SC sequence (Figure 4a). These conformations
can easily be related to the initial partially stacked strand, and
to the final disordered strand. The formation of i-motif struc-
tures was not considered because these structures are formed
at more acid pH values (10,11). The resolved molecular
absorption, molecular fluorescence and CD spectra for each
conformation are in agreement with the experimental spectral
trends.
Three structures or conformations were resolved in the
thermal denaturation of SG sequence (Figure 4b). At the
Figure 2. MCR-ALS analysis of the spectroscopic data recorded during the melting experiment of the 1:1 SG:SC mixture according to Equation 2. (a–d) Refer to the
resolved concentration profile and pure spectra when only two components were considered. (a) Resolved concentration profile. (b) Resolved molecular absorption
spectra. (c) Resolved molecular fluorescence spectra. (d) Resolved CD spectra. (e–h) Refer to the resolved concentration profiles and pure spectra when three
components were considered. (e) Resolved concentration profiles. (f) Resolved molecular absorption spectra. (g) Resolved molecular fluorescence spectra.
(h) Resolved CD spectra.
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beginning of the experiment two structures were present in
solution, which evolve to a disordered conformation upon
heating. Interpretation of these concentration profiles is pos-
sible due to the complementary information provided by the
resolved corresponding spectra (Figure 5). Hence, the major
structure at low temperatures was assigned to a dimeric
parallel G-quadruplex since the corresponding resolved CD
spectrum shows a positive band at 262 nm and a negative
band at 240 nm, which is considered characteristic of a parallel
G-quadruplex (18,41,42). On the other hand, the minor
structure present at low temperatures was assigned to a
dimeric antiparallel G-quadruplex (19) (Scheme 1). Again,
Figure 3. Experimental spectroscopic data recorded during the melting experiment of the SG sequence. (a) Molecular absorption spectra. Inset: melting profiles at
260 nm (red line) and 295 nm (blue line). (b) Molecular fluorescence spectra. Inset: melting profile at 520 nm. (c) CD spectra. Experimental conditions: 1.2 mM SG,
pH 7.1, 111 mM K+ and 1 mM Mg2+.
Figure 4. MCR-ALS analysis of the spectroscopic data recorded during the four melting experiments according to Equation 4. (a) Resolved concentration profiles for
the melting of the SC sequence. (b) Resolved concentration profiles for the melting of the SG sequence. (c) Resolved concentration profiles for the mixture 1:1 SG:SC.
(d) Resolved concentration profiles for the mixture 2:1 SG:SC. Cyan, ordered SC strand; magenta, disordered SC strand; green, parallel SG G-quadruplex; blue,
antiparallel SG G-quadruplex; red, disordered SG strand; yellow, SG·SC duplex.
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the position of the resolved bands in the corresponding CD
spectrum (positive band at 290 nm, negative band at 258 nm
and weak positive band at 242 nm) agrees with the
description of the spectrum of the antiparallel G-quadruplex
found in literature (42). Finally, the conformation present at
high temperatures was assigned to disordered SG as the cor-
responding CD spectrum shows wide weak bands character-
istic of non-structured DNA. From the resolved concentration
profiles, melting temperatures (Tms) for the parallel and
antiparallel G-quadruplex can be determined, these temperat-
ures being 46 and 65C for the antiparallel and parallel
structures, respectively. Also, a value for the apparent
equilibrium constant corresponding to the transition between
the antiparallel and parallel structures was obtained as
Keq,1 ¼ 3.7 ± 0.2 (n ¼ 7), which corresponds to a
DGo ¼ 3.1 ± 0.1 kJ/mol (25C). The calculated values of
DH0 and DS0 for the overall transition from SG G-quadruplex
(antiparallel and parallel structures) to SG-disordered coil
according to traditional Van’t Hoff analysis are 97 ± 7 kJ/
mol and 286 ± 25 J/K·mol, respectively.
Figure 5 also includes the resolved molecular absorption
and molecular fluorescence spectra for each of these three SG
structures or conformations. Hence, while the resolved
molecular absorption spectra for the antiparallel and parallel
structures are very similar, molecular fluorescence spectra are
slightly different, the resolved spectrum for the parallel
structure being more intense.
Figure 4c shows the resolved concentration profiles for the
1:1 mixture. In this case, six species or conformations are
present during the melting of this mixture. At low temperat-
ures, the SG·SC duplex is the major structure in equilibrium.
SG parallel G-quadruplex, SG antiparallel G-quadruplex and
ordered SC (both in equilibrium concentration practically neg-
ligible) can also be detected. Upon heating, the duplex melts
with a Tm of 48
C yielding a mixture of structures related
both to SG (parallel G-quadruplex and random coil) and to
SC (partially stacked and disordered). Also, a value for the
apparent constant corresponding to the formation of SG·SC
duplex from SG G-quadruplex (from both parallel and anti-
parallel structures) and SC (from both partially stacked and
disordered conformations) was obtained, as being Keq,2 ¼ 7.4
(at 25C), which corresponds to DGo ¼ 42 kJ/mol (at 25C).
Finally, Figure 4d shows the resolved concentration profiles
for the 2:1 mixture. The same six species resolved in the
previous experiment are also observed but, in this case, the
distribution of these species is slightly different. Now,
the major species at low temperatures are the SG parallel
G-quadruplex and the SG·SC duplex. The SG antiparallel
G-quadruplex could also be observed but again its con-
tribution is minor. All three structures or conformations
disappeared upon heating, with Tm of 48, 50 and 72
C for
the SG antiparallel G-quadruplex, SG·SC duplex and SG par-
allel G-quadruplex, respectively. The resolved spectra for the
SG·SC duplex (Figure 5) are in agreement with the experi-
mental trends. For instance, the intensity of the molecular
fluorescence spectrum is high, reflecting the distance between
the fluorophore and the quencher in the double-stranded struc-
ture. CD spectrum also reflects quite well the expected shape
for a B-DNA.
These results were partially confirmed by PAGE in native
conditions (Supplementary Data). Unfortunately, quantifica-
tion of the different bands was not possible because the
G-quadruplex structures run as a broad smear but it was
possible to observe that the duplex structure was the most
abundant structure in the equimolar SG:SC mixture.
DISCUSSION
The results presented in this paper describe quantitatively the
equilibria between two different G-quadruplex structures and
the competition between them and the Watson–Crick duplex
when the complementary strand is in solution. Despite the
high complexity of the system and of the experimental
(non-selective) spectral data, application of an appropriate
experimental methodology and later analysis by MCR-ALS
allowed the total resolution and characterization of the system.
Figure 5. MCR-ALS analysis of the spectroscopic data recorded during the four melting experiments according to Equation 4. (a) Resolved pure molecular
absorption spectra. (b) Resolved molecular fluorescence spectra. (c) Resolved CD spectra. Colours as in Figure 4.
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Concentration profiles for all detected structures and con-
formations and their corresponding spectra for each of the
three spectroscopic techniques used in this work were
obtained. Limitations of the applied methodology in the detec-
tion and quantification of all possible different parallel and
antiparallel structures present in the system are based on the
quality of the experimental data analysed. Thus, it should be
stressed that the applied methodology could only resolve
another parallel and/or antiparallel structure in case: (i) its
pure spectra are different to those depicted in Figure 5a–c,
and/or (ii) its melting profile is different and linearly inde-
pendent to those depicted in Figure 4b. According to the
information provided by the spectroscopic techniques used
in this work, any other structure could be detected.
The equilibrium between the two different G-quadruplexes
formed was studied first. The presence of both dimeric parallel
G-quadruplex and dimeric antiparallel G-quadruplex struc-
tures in potassium had already been suggested by other
authors. Parkinson et al. (43) described the parallel structure
and Phan and Patel (19) confirmed that two different structures
could coexist in solution. In this work, the predominance of the
parallel G-quadruplex at low temperatures was shown.
Resolved concentration profiles of these two G-quadruplex
structures and of the random coil conformation allowed the
calculation of the thermodynamic parameters for these equi-
libria. The calculated values are in good agreement with those
obtained by other authors, like Darby et al. (28) (a value of
DH0 ¼ 135 kJ/mol) for the melting of an intermolecular
G-quadruplex formed by the sequence 50-GGGTTAGGG-30
in 50 mM K+, pH 7.4.
On the other hand, our results seem to confirm that if the
complementary strand is added, the predominant structure at
physiological pH and temperature is the Watson–Crick duplex,
which was already pointed out by other authors (10,11,16).
Moreover, our results confirm that it is possible to form quad-
ruplex structures, even in the presence of the complementary
C-rich strand. The fraction of duplex found by Li et al. (11)
for an intramolecular quadruplex/duplex competition was

60% in 100 mM Na+. In our case, for a dimeric intermol-
ecular G-quadruplex, this fraction is 
70% for the 1:1 SG:SC
mixture, and 36% for the 2:1 mixture, at 150 mM K+.
This coexistence of the G-quadruplex and duplex structures
might have a relevant biological significance. Probably,
not only the major concentration of the duplex is significant
but also the relatively small quantities of the G-quadruplex
structure. Resolved concentration profiles for the mixtures
also show that a fraction of the G-quadruplex melts just
after the duplex. This fact had already been described by
Phan et al. (10) for different sequences at this pH value.
Those authors show that G-quadruplex melts around 63C,
while a 22 bp duplex melts around 61C. On the other
hand, we calculated thermodynamic parameters from the
resolved concentration profiles for the 1:1 mixture. The cal-
culated value of DGo for the formation of duplex from any
structure of SG and SC was found to be of the same order of
magnitude as the value reported by Li et al. (11) for the
formation of a duplex from an intramolecular G-quadruplex
and its complementary strand (40 ± 6 kJ/mol at pH 7.0,
100 mM Na+, 25C).
Resolved spectra (Figure 5) also provided interesting
information. CD spectra for the antiparallel and the parallel
G-quadruplex structures were resolved despite the fact that
these structures are always mixed in the experimental condi-
tions we used. As expected, the CD spectrum for the antipar-
allel structure shows a clear band around 290 nm while the
parallel structure does not show a positive band until 260 nm.
As the SG strand included a fluorophore and a quencher at the
two ends, it is also interesting to analyse the resolved molar
fluorescence emission spectra in order to extract more struc-
tural information. As expected, the duplex structure showed a
large intensity of fluorescence due to the distance between the
fluorophore and the quencher when the SG and SC strands
adopted the Watson–Crick duplex structure. Similar behaviour
is observed for the SG random coil structure. In this case, when
the two strands forming the intermolecular G-quadruplex or
the duplex structures dissociate, the distance between the
fluorophore and the quencher is rather large. Comparison of
the relative intensities between the resolved fluorescence
emission spectra of the antiparallel and parallel G-
quadruplexes showed larger fluorescence intensity for the
last one. This fact seems to agree with the structures proposed
in previous works (19,43). In our case, considering the struc-
ture for the intermolecular parallel G-quadruplex proposed by
Parkinson et al., the two fluorophores and the two quenchers
would be on opposite sides of the quadruplex and, therefore,
small quenching effects could be possible. On the other hand,
the intermolecular antiparallel structure [considering the struc-
ture proposed by Phan et al. (19)] would have a fluorophore
and a quencher in each side of the quadruplex. This would
mean that the fluorophore and the quencher would remain at a
relatively small distance and much less intensity of fluores-
cence would be detected because of fluorescence quenching.
Overall, CD spectroscopy is the technique, among those
used in this work, which provides the highest information
content about the system because CD spectra are more sens-
itive to structural and conformational changes. This makes
CD data very useful to finally solve the contribution of
each species or structure in the mixture. In this case, molecular
absorption does not help very much because the pure spectra of
all species and structures (Figure 5a) show small spectral
changes (mostly only in intensity) and a strong overlap. On
the other hand, fluorescence based on molecular beacons is a
very useful spectroscopic technique for labelled oligonuc-
leotides. It has the additional advantage of being more select-
ive than absorption. However, in the case of multiple
fluorescent species, the spectra may be strongly overlapped
(Figure 5b).
Finally, it must be stressed that the methodology applied
in this work for the characterization of intermolecular
G-quadruplex/duplex competition can be also applied for
the study of similar equilibria involving intramolecular
G-quadruplex. In this sense, we have also studied the unfold-
ing/folding equilibria of the 50-GGT TGG TGT GGT TGG-30
(15-base-long thrombin aptamer), which is known to form a
monomeric chair G-quadruplex structure (Supplementary
Data). The individual and simultaneous analysis of molecular
absorption, molecular fluorescence and CD revealed a simpler
system than those described here, where only a broad trans-
ition from the initial chair structure to a random coil was
observed. Because of this, we have focused our study on
the equilibria involving the two-repeat human telomeric
sequence, which shows a greater structural variability.
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